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student body, to say nothing of was played Monday, May 27, b e o’clock in the afternoon in St. Paul’s Portland Oregon. We all wish the the work of some of their men,
the Alma Mater.
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Big Concert Tonight.
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Weddings.
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married program. The
tions in charge of Leßoy Evans.
second half will be and one tied.
Miss Margaret W.
of
At the conclusion of these exerThe following men from the class Pittsburgh, May 29. Sommerfield
given over to selections by the Glee
The juniors and sophomores also
cises, the class will march to the of 1913 have been elected to .memClub, under the direction of A. E. had good teams as is shown by the
Warning to Visitors.
A
Carnegie Library where Ivy will be bership in the Lion’s Paw Senior
Miller, T2, and the Mandolin Club narrow margins on which all the
The speed limit in State College of which
planted by the committee in charge. Society: Armsby- E. M.r'Engle L.
organization R. G. Spiegle, games were won or lost. These
The "Ivy Oration" will be delivered F., Evans R. M., Fulkman J. A., for automobiles is twelve miles per T 3 is the leader. The program three teams will doubtless furnish a
hour.
At
commencement time this
by Jose Osuna.
Henderson B. R., Mauthe J. L.,
consists of both classical and pop- rich source of material from which
The annual scrap in the form of a Shollenberger J. H., Shore- H. E.| rule is rigidly enforced by the ular numbers so that the tastes of all to draw for
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boroigh officials. Beware of the
soccer game between the freshmen Very D. W., Vosburg G. F.
present may be well satisfied.
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fall.
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